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Abstract—In recent years, physical sensor devices are used in
many different applications, such as: Internet of Things (IoT),
military, vehicle system, etc. Sensor devices are widely utilized in
the real world so that a large-scale process becomes an important
issue in such a cyber physical system. Large scale cyber physical
system (LCPS) must have enough computing power for
processing all real-time sensed data from sensor devices. LCPS
can deploy a cloud platform to increase its computing power. The
cloud based LCPS then serves these requests at the same time by
well arranging sensor tasks based on the arrival time. Hence,
cloud service can obtain better performance and more efficiency
when good scheduling algorithms are implemented. In this paper,
apply the early deadline first until zero laxity (EDZL) scheduling
algorithm to optimize the cloud service scheduler for ensuring
sensor jobs do not miss deadline in the LCPS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Physical sensor devices are employed in a variety of
applications, such as: smart building, military, habitat
monitoring, etc. The application domain can be from
monitoring to controlling devices. Hence, it is better to design a
LCPS to manage the sensed data from physical sensor devices.
LCPS must have enough computing power for processing all
real-time data from these sensor devices. With assistance of a
cloud platform, a cloud based LCPS can enhance its computing
power.
Cloud computing provides flexible and scalable computing
resources, such as computation power and data storages, to
end-users. The concept of cloud service is also applied to
consume computing power and hardware resource capacity in
the air [1]. Dynamically dispatching these requests to
computing entities in the cloud system becomes an important
problem. In addition to the resource utilization, the real-time
issue in the cloud service is also a major concern since some
real-time applications and services have a deadline guarantee.
For instance, LCPS needs a good scheduling algorithm on
cloud to ensure sensor jobs do not miss deadline. Therefore, a
good scheduling algorithm is highly demanded in cloud
computing.
Task scheduling on cloud service has been studied for a
long time. These scheduling solutions regard the computing
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platform as a parallel architecture. One approach is to employ
the traditional parallel scheduling algorithm [2]. Tsai et al
proposed a service-oriented solution concept [3]. In [4], [5],
Shuo Liu et al also proposed preemptive and non-preemptive
scheduling algorithms in the service-oriented architecture. In
[6], authors introduced a data locality driven task scheduling
algorithm. However all these algorithms mentioned above
ignored the analysis of their utilization bound and
schedulability.
This paper aims to show how to apply the early deadline
first until zero laxity (EDZL) algorithm to the cloud service
scheduling. The EDZL is a hybrid algorithm of Early Deadline
First (EDF) and Least Laxity Algorithm (LLA) [7], [8]. EDZL
schedules tasks based on both their deadlines and laxity values
to obtain a better scheduling bound than EDF and a lower cost
of context switching than LLA. This algorithm works based on
dynamic promotion priorities. The laxity value of a task
determines a task’s promotion priority. Therefore, EDZL can
be a good scheduling solution to a real-time cloud connected to
all sensors and actuators. In [4], the authors compared the
performance of scheduling algorithm to the EDF algorithm.
Based on the result, the EDF and variant EDF scheduling
algorithms are suitable for being executed in the cloud service
architecture.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows the cloud task model and some scheduler in cloud
computing. Section 3 presents some assumptions in the cloud
service. The EDZL algorithm for the cloud scheduler and its
fundament properties in the cloud service also are depicted in
Section III. In Section IV, we discuss the future work about the
schedulability of EDZL in the cloud environment. The brief
conclusion is presented in Section V.
II.

BACK GROUND

A. Cloud Service Task Model
In the cloud service architecture, a real-time architecture
with m homogeneous computing units is assumed to have n
real-time tasks sorted by their arrival times. The sorted task
sequence is denoted as  = { 1, 2,…, n}. Each task i has their
own parameters value of ci and di, such as i = (ci, di). The ci is
worst case execution time and di is relative deadline for
ensuring QoS in cloud service.

A cloud servicce generates a sequence of tasks.
t
A readyy task
runnning on a clouud computingg platform is called the cuurrent
task.. During the run
r time, a jobb of task i caan be characteerized
by Ji, with Ji definned by the sam
me parameterss in [8]. The laxity
l
valuue of a job Ji at
a time t can be
b rewritten as
a Li(t)=ti(t) – ei(t).
The parameters of
o ei(t) and ti(t)
( are the rem
maining execuution
timee and the remaaining time to deadline at tim
me t. The laxiity of
a jobb provides a measure of urgency for this job. A neggative
laxitty indicates thaat the job can never meet its deadline, whhile a
zero laxity indicaates that the joob must be sttarted immediiately
otherwise it wouldd miss deadlinne.
B. SScheduler in Cloud
C
Computting
S
Scheduling
in the cloud sysstem has beenn widely studied in
recennt years. In [2],
[
Moschakiis and Karatzza employed gang
scheeduling in a cloud
c
computiing system. They
T
evaluatedd the
perfo
formance and cost of gangg scheduling in
i a cloud seervice
platfform. They haave implemennted two scheeduling strateggies adapptive first com
m first serve (AFCFS) andd largest task first
serveed (LJFS) in their
t
schedulinng scheme. Thhese two strategies
do not
n consider the
t deadline constrains soo that they caannot
ensuure the quality of service forr cloud servicees.
T service-orriented schedduling conceptt is introduceed by
The
Tsai et al [3]. Thhey employedd task duplicaation and dataabase
partiitioning and used
u
a simplesst scalable schheduling algoriithm.
Theyy focused on the
t scalabilityy of schedulingg algorithm. There
T
is allso no deadlinne constrain in
i their propoosed model. Some
S
other on-line schheduling algorrithms have been
b
proposedd for
clouud services [4]] [5]. In [4], Liu
L proposed a non-preem
mptive
scheeduling algoriithm based on
o the serviice-oriented cloud
c
archhitecture. How
wever, for cloud services that need too be
execcuted with a real-time
r
consstrain, the preeemption supported
methhod is more realistic
r
and necessary. Thhus, Liu propposed
anotther preemptivve on-line scheduling soluution in [5]. They
T
havee presented a novel preempptive utility accrued
a
scheduuling
algorithm. Their algorithm choooses highly profitable
p
taskks to
be executed
e
first. Moreover, thhe algorithm cannot ensuree the
scheedulability for the cloud taskks.

1)) Tasks are preemptive: each task can
n perform coontent
swittching on the cloud
c
platform
m.
2)) Cloud platf
tform consisteed of homogen
neous process units:
The computing units have the same computing
c
poower,
arch
htiecture, systeem software aand system con
nfiguration.
We
W design ourr EDZL algorrithm for cloud
d services baseed on
these assumptionss.
B. EDZL
E
Algoritthm in Cloud E
Environment
EDZL
E
is a novel scheduuling algorith
hm with a better
b
scheeduling capability than ED
DF and also haas a lower coontext
swittching overheead than LLF. EDZL usees EDF as lonng as
theree is no urgennt task in the cloud service tasks. Whenn the
laxitty of a task beecomes zero, a current task with
w positive laxity
l
and has the latest deadline among all current tasks is preem
mpted
by this
t
task. If the
t system iss overloaded the schedulerr will
discard this task.. When ties ooccur among current taskss, our
algo
orithm choosess the task withh the smallest computation time.
It is clear to see thhat priority of a task in EDZ
ZL is not fixedd.
Figure
F
1 show
ws an examplee by using thee EDZL algorrithm.
Giveen a set of clloud service tasks {1 = (2,,3), 2 = (2,3), 3 =
(2,3)}, the task set needs morre than two prrocess units in the
clou
ud service whhen the schedduler employs EDF (See Figure
F
1.a). This task sett is schedulablle using EDZL
L and the num
mbers
of process
p
units needed
n
is equual to two. Th
he details of EDZL
E
scheeduling algoritthm are presennted in [8].

(a)

(b)

Fig
gure 1. (a) EDF schedule and (b) E
EDZL schedule with
w process unitss = 2

A
Another
schedduling solutionn was proposeed in [6]. Jin et al
propposed a data loocality drivenn task schedulling algorithm
m that
scheedules tasks byy adjusting thhe data localityy of the task. Jin’s
soluttion only im
mproved the data
d
locality in the scheduuling
algorithm. Howevver, they did not
n analyze the schedulabiliity of
clouud tasks.

C. Properties
P
of EDZL
E
Algoritthm
We
W describe some generall properties of
o EDZL in cloud
c
serv
vice systems.

I this paper, we
In
w focus on thhe schedulability of cloud tasks.
t
If thhere is a cloudd tasks set  = { 1, 2,…, n} and each taask’s
propperties are as mentioned earlier,
e
we deevelop an onn-line
preemptive schedduling methodd for the clooud task set  to
ensuure the scheduulability for the task set. Our solutionn has
introoduced two usseful conceptss including thee dynamic priiority
prom
motion scheduuling and the laaxity value forr cloud servicee.

EDZL
E
algorithhm never leavves any proceess unit that iss rent
by a user in an iddle state if there are user tasks
t
waiting to be
execcuted.

III.

EARLIEST DEADLINE FRIST
R
UNTIL ZER
RO LAXITY (E
EDZL)
FOR CLOUD COMPUTING

A. C
Cloud Service Assumption
W make som
We
me assumptionns and constrrains in our cloud
c
serviice model.
Assu
umption:

Defiinition 1. A schedule
s
of a task set  by
y using the EDZL
E
algo
orithm is calledd an EDZL scchedule.

Lem
mma 1. In an m-process
m
uniit rent by a user using the EDZL
E
scheeduling algoritthm, if a job J misses its deaadline at time t, the
clou
ud side must have at least m +1 user services
s
with zerolaxitty simultaneouusly occurringg at some timee before t.
Note
N that, EDZL is a hybridd algorithm off EDF and LL
LF. In
the following,
f
we introduce som
me properties related to EDF
F and
EDZ
ZL.
Defiinition 2. Prriority promottion in EDZL
L schedule. In
I an
EDZ
ZL schedule, job
j Ji has a higgher priority than
t
job Jj, buut di >
dj is called priorityy promotion.

Lemma 2. An EDZL schedule is the same as an EDF schedule
if and only if there is no priority promotion in the EDZL
schedule.
Lemma 3. For multiple process units, if a task set  can be
scheduled by the EDF algorithm,  can be scheduled by the
EDZL algorithm.
The details of above lemma proof are shown in [8].
IV.

FUTUREWORK: SCHEDULABILITY OF EDZL ON CLOUD
ENVIRONMENT

In this section we state the schedulability of EDZL on mprocessors system by considering task sets with different
largest utilization umax. We try to apply these results to cloud
scheduling in the future.
For the general case, the number of tasks is not related to
the number of processors in EZDL algorithm.
Theorem 1. A set of periodic task is schedulable by EDZL
scheduling algorithm on m processor systems, if the total
utilization is less than or equal to (m+1)/2
Theorem 2. The utilization upper bound of EDZL is m(1-1/e)
There are some differences in the task set in the cloud
platform. In the future, we will prove the EDZL algorithm that
still can work on a cloud service task and we will try to give
the utilization bound of EDZL for a certain amount of cloud
process units. Then, we will employ the EDZL scheduling
method onto the LCPS cloud platform. The system architecture
is shown in Figure 2.

LCPS. The LCPS schedules tasks of information collection and
device control on the cloud platform. According to the laxity
values of sensor jobs, the EDZL algorithm gives every task a
dynamic priority promotion. We can assign different task
periods to different cyber physical applications or cyber
physical groups. Different task periods and sensing information
delivering time determine different job’s laxity values. Hence,
we use EDZL to control these cyber physical devices for
information delivering in LCPS. The EDZL scheduler can
efficiently arrange jobs in the cyber physical system for
ensuring sensor jobs do not miss deadline.
V.

In this paper, we try to apply the EDZL scheduling
algorithm to the cloud service platform. EDZL integrates EDF
and LLA, and has a low context switching overhead and a low
deadline miss ratio. EDZL is appropriate for cloud on-line
scheduling algorithm. The flexibility of priority promotion
allows system resources to be better utilized for meeting
deadlines. The EDZL can ensure the quality of service in the
cloud platform.
We show that EDZL scheduling algorithm is suitable to be
employed on the cloud platform and plan to study the EDZL
utilization bound for the cloud service platform in the future.
The utilization bound of schedulability of cloud service task set
can suggest users to rent minimum process units from cloud
computing supplier.
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